
Feelings and 
emotions in CEIP 
"Donoso Cortés"



•We imagine that emotions can fly very high

•Click on the images of  the following slide for videos.

•Here another one

•video

file:///E:/2017_2019/Actividades/Emotions/VID_20180302_125123.mp4


file:///E:/2017_2019/Actividades/Emotions/VID_20180302_125420.mp4
file:///E:/2017_2019/Actividades/Emotions/VID_20180302_124937.mp4


We imagine that if  we draw 
what we are feeling we can 

manage it





We imagine that we can play 
with emotions and say how 

we are feeling in English





We imagine that if  we make a 
beautiful book about emotions, we will 

understand ourself  and the others





We imagine a classroom 
where everyone is welcome 
and we say beautiful words





We imagine a world 
without war





We imagine that the 
calmness is green





We imagine that the 
love is pink





We imagine that the 
sadness is blue





We imagine that the 
fear is black





We imagine that the 
anger is red





We imagine that the 
happyness is yellow





And that I can feel 
everything





We love writing 
about our feelings







And make a diary 
about it





We also love reading books about emotions

We have lots of  books about emotions in the 
school library. Our teachers have made a book 
guide with them.





We consider that a brave 
student is who has a big 
heart.

We have discussed about 
the song: “ Se buscan 
valientes”, “Brave mates 
are wanted”

Click here to watch the 
video

file:///E:/2017_2019/Actividades/Emotions/Se%20buscan%20valientes%20-%2012%20meses%20contra%20el%20acoso%20escolar%20(Con%20el%20Langui).mp4


The song talk about we are 
important to support those 

who are been bullying as there 
should be only books in their 

bags.

The song says “ Do not look 
at to the other side”

And it has words full of  hope 
for those students because 

there are brave mates with a 
big heart that will help them.

This song is very popular in 
all schools because the singer 

use a kind of  music that 
students love and it is a great 
way to encourage them not to 

let bullying at school.

Click here for the lyrics in 
Spanish and English

lyrics

file:///E:/2017_2019/Actividades/Emotions/Song.pdf


We consider that we can calm each other 
instead to fight



Some teachers have tought them how to manage the anger with games 
and how to calm down.



Every single clasroom has worked on emotions in different ways, talking to the
students, letting the students to talk about how they are feelling and how they c
an solve the differences with their mates, at the school or in the park.

•agregar texto



Every single clasroom has worked on emotions
in different ways, talking to the students, letting
the students to talk about how they are feelling
and how they can solve the differences with thei
r mates, at the school or in the park.



There are places in the classrooms or 
in the corridors where you can show 

the others how you feel today.






